Communication with you is of special importance to us!
AGT ENGINEERING & OPERATIONS SERVICES is a pioneer group that improves and upgrades
its services by anticipating your own needs and requirements.

The newsletter you receive informs you of all current projects as well as of the latest developments
on topics that may interest you. We are beside you to implement targeted proposals and solutions
tailored to your environment.

The AGT ENGINEERING & OPERATIONS SERVICES group is a leading player in the choice of
those who want top total customer solutions.

We are delighted to present you with current issues or projects undertaken by the group.

AGT BUILDING YOUR VISION

AGT's high know-how is once again recognized by the market, with the undertaking of the complete
structural and static upgrade project of OTE ESTATE in Crete. In addition, AGT has recently
undertaken and successfully implemented a number of upgrades and renovations of branches and
buildings of the country's largest banking groups, such as at the Northern Aegean & Ionian Islands,
Rhodes, Macedonia, Crete & Central Greece, while it successfully delivered the new e-branch of
Piraeus Bank Group in Ioannina.

RELY ON US – AGT

In the field of Airport Services, an agreement was signed with one of the largest European
aerospace groups in the field of Airport Operation Support Systems infrastructure. The deal was
inaugurated by undertaking similar major work at a major airport of Greece.
In the industry, AGT won two major production line expansion projects in Southern Europe,
following once again the motto regularly heard from the mouths of our client’s executives 'Bring me
the Greeks'.
Within the country, the largest meat processing company of the field, entrusted the construction of
a new production facility to our company.

AGT INSPIRING NEW WAYS

The new Loft Appartments at Psiri was inaugurated and put into operation in the heart of Athens
by our company. A demanding project both technically and functionally, the result of which has
excited both our Client and users and upgraded the area.
Also one of the largest hotel complexes in Athens chose AGT to renovate and upgrade its rooms
along with its operation, recognizing our extensive experience in fit out & maintenance projects
running in parallel with the uninterrupted operation of the facilities.

AGT INFRASTRUCTURES

AGT understands the needs of all sectors and covers with the range of its services and those of
public infrastructures, with a significant presence, having undertaken a multitude of projects
involving school buildings and other public organizations, water supply networks, and is expected
to launch in the near future large scale landscaping and road construction projects.

AGT – LIFE PROJECTS

AGT's priority on human beings and offerings, could not start elsewhere, but by its own staff,
continuing the "Learn & Become Strong" campaign for another year. In order to highlight the
importance of education and the development of the younger generation, it distributes to the
children of its employees, stationery & other equipment with emphasis on creative activities for
younger ages and premium textbooks to older children, so that youngsters find support in making
their choices and their first steps for the foundations of their future careers.

